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1. Abstract 

The significance of measurement of grain quality has been felt since way back to a century 

old. Cereal grains play an important role in meeting the nutrient needs of the human 

population. Like any food,they are good to excellent sources of some nutrients and low or 

void in other nutrients.Though tedious, but it is very important measurement to measure the 

individual kernel‟s qualitative analysis. Analyzing the grain sample manually is more time 

consuming and complicated process, and having more chances of errors with subjectivity of 

human perception. In order to achieve uniform standard quality and precision, machine based 

techniques are evolved (Prajapati, et al., 2013), solely on its prime advantage of reproducing 

the same qualitative result efficiency again and again.  Recent developments in the field of 

image processing, has opened up wide scope of its use for sample analysis too (Hobson, et 

al., 2007). Various applications of Image processing are recorded in the field of agriculture, 

biomedical engineering, food and drug industry and many others. Food application mainly 

caters the qualitative aspect of various food and dairy produces. Image processing techniques 

were developed to classify plant and background pixels in images of rice plants acquired in a 

field experiment.  

The importance of size and color is the primitive consideration in determining the economic 

value of any grain. Price of the item depends on color of final product. Colors are the first 

parameters of consideration for quality by consumers. Color is also important for breeding of 

cereal varieties as it affects the quality and appeal of processed grain, and is also associated 

with dormancy in multiple species. Consumer acceptance of grain and food highly depends 

upon the appearance. Appearance affects the quality of the grain. Wide research is going on 

for color and size measurement of the grain. Image analysis has proven effective solution for 

measuring grain quality. Though tedious, but it is very important to do the qualitative analysis 

of the individual seed.  

Attempt is made to investigate techniques used for the grain quality analysis. The main tag is 

to compare relative applicability of human v/s traditional machine based approach of analysis 

and provide the solutions by removing the deficiency in them.Machine based techniques can 

be further classified as, offline grain analysis technique and online grain analysis technique. 

Both techniques are having their own limitations. Offline techniques consumes more time for 

sample preparation. On the other hand, online technique suffers from low processing speed 

and overlapping of the next kernel while processing of current kernel is in execution.Based 
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on literature review findings, research gap is identified with respect to the merits and 

demerits of both techniques. An innovative and intelligent approach is chosen to get the best 

of the advantages of both. Moreover offline and online grain image analyser features can be 

combined and enhanced to prepare a fully automated grain analyser to deal with different 

kind of grain varieties. 

2. Brief description on the state of the art of the research topic 

Quality of grain is of great importance for human beings as it directly impacts the human 

health. Hence there is a great need to measure quality of grain for identifying adulteration and 

presence of non-quality elements.  So forth, measurement of grain quality and cereal research 

with commodity crop such as rice, wheat, barley, corn, maize (Xu, et al., 2010) is wide 

research areas now a days. Rice is one of the leading food crops of the world and is produced 

in all continents. Rice is comparatively high in caloric value and rice protein has a fairly good 

balance of the essential amino acids. Historically and now through planned breeding, each 

grain type is associated with specific milling, cooking and processing characteristics. There 

are number of varieties of each grain type in commercial production and new ones are 

continually in the process of being developed and released. Techniques are evolved to 

measure grain sample‟s quality based on it; samples can be classified in terms of productivity 

and price.Sample quality has also proven its significance in cereal breeding. Classification 

parameters vary based on consumer preferences. Grain quality depends on individual kernel 

features. Kernel‟s features can be measured by either compositional analysis 

orstructuralanalysis.Compositional analysis is useful for measuring internal aspects of kernel. 

For compositional analysis generally, near-infrared (NIR) technologies and chemical analysis 

based technologies are preferred.  Some expensive and time consuming biological DNA 

methods are also used for the analysis of rice quality. NIR technologies are used for detection 

of protein, fat, starch and water in rice (Yang S, 2015). Research wascarried out to check 

sugar, fructose and glucose level in fruits using NIR technology (Bellon, et al., 1994)(Liu, et 

al., 2012). NIR technology is also useful for indicating freshness level (Huang, et al., 2015) 

(Lin, et al., 2011). Structural analysis focuses on the outer part analysis. Structural analysis 

covers the visualisation aspect like measurement of size (length, width, and height), color and 

glossiness (Ogata, et al., 2005). Structural analysis is done either by manual sortingor image 

based analysis. Detailed measurement of seed shape characteristics such as length and width 

traditionally depends on laborious techniques such as manual measurement of individual 
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seeds.Manual analysis is done either by necked eyes or using measuringinstruments (Ramya, 

et al., 2010). In manual measurement, the quality of measurement depends on analyser‟s 

experience/skills and the end results are influenced by work environment dynamics. 

Analyser‟s results may vary if number of samples to be analysed are more in numbers.If same 

sample is analysed by two different analysers then there is chance of variation in quality 

results. Only few attributes of quality parameters can be measured by observation of the grain 

sample. Broken kernel‟s examination can be made up to some extent with manual analysis. 

With this approach only average parameters of grain sample can be measured, as it is not 

possible to individually identify and memorise the quality parameters of each individual 

kernel. For measuring the individual kernel‟s parameters, the image analysis techniques have 

proven as veryeffectivesolution. As compared to sample analysis by visual observation, the 

instrument measurement has more accurate results.While measuring length or width of seed 

using vernier calipers or micrometer screw, if more pressure is applied, the edge of the seed 

gets damaged.Chemical analysis is also used for measuring grain quality sample. With this 

approach, for grain sample seeds undergo chemical process as a part of sample preparation. 

After passing through chemical process the actual parameters of the grain sample alter. Due 

to this same,the same sample cannot be used again to check the repeatability of the analysis 

results. Non-destructive quality evaluation of food products is an important and very vital 

factor in food/agricultural industry (Maheshwari, 2013). Alternative to this approach, image 

analysis techniques (Yao, et al., 2009) (Sansomboonsuk, et al., 2006) are useful and effective 

solutions for structural analysis. 

Length and width of grain are critical parameters for grain samples classification. Quality of 

grain sample has mapping with structural parameters mainly with length and width. Different 

organisations have their own classification criteria based on size measurement. Analyser is 

developed which can provide different classifications based on organisation selection. Grains 

are classified as short grain, medium grain and long grain. The length and width of a rice 

grain are important attributes that determine the class of the rice. The ratio of the length and 

the width is used internationally to describe the shape and class of the variety. The samples 

which have uniformity in length and width in first look have higher price benefits (Kaur, et 

al., 2013). The prime consideration in sorting the grain shall be given to thin kernels due to its 

softness. Based on this phenomena trend is set for improved milled rice yield and head rice 

yield. Long-grain brown rice fluffs up readily and have tendency to separate while cooking. 

Medium-grain varieties are stickier and a good choice for paella, a pungent spanish dish that 
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incorporates seafood and meat and stuffing for vegetables. Short-grain brown rice has a bit 

creamy texture that lends itself well to dishes such as risotto rice pudding. Weight provides 

information about density of grain; moisture retains capacity and cooking capacity. Two 

samples have different quality which are having same look in size but different in weight. 

These features of rice are useful for agricultural breeding and categorization of grain for 

market delivery.  

3. Literature Review 

A comprehensive aspect on literature survey is presented here to throw light on trends in 

research in the food industries and grain quality analysis techniques. 

 

For the size measurement of various grains, different organisations follow different standards 

and the need to define standards for the grain quality analysis has been realized for long.The 

first recorded instance of standardization is based on African Rice Standard 

Organization(ARSO)CD-ARS 464: (2012(E)). ARSO divides grain seeds into head, broken 

and chip seed. Broken seed is further classified in long broken, medium broken and small 

broken. As per CODEX STAN 195-198 (1995) standards, the grain seed is further classified 

into long seed, medium seed and small seed. Classification of seeds depends of the options 

selected. i.e. based on seed length / width ratio, seed length and a combination of the seed 

length and the length/width ratio. The conclusion of the various standards revolves around 

measurement of length, width, area and other physical parameters. Then after based on single 

or combining one or more parameters, sorting and classifications aredeveloped. 

In current technological innovations, image based analysis has proven of great significance in 

solving the day to day problems.Weiss Enterprise, Australia (SeedCount Australasia Pty Ltd) 

in their research manual demonstrates seed count measurement of various grains along with 

its significance.  

 

Offline Image Based Grain Analysis 

 

Offline analysis of grain initiates with placing the individual kernel into grid organized into 

rows and columns on a structure. The person has to manually put single kernel on a grid 

element.The research article “Measuring Rice Grain Dimensions with an Image Analyser” 

(Armstrong, et al., 2005) demonstrates the use of a specially developed imaging tray. The use 
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of SeedCount image analyser allows easier collection of data from large numbers of grains. 

The tray also allows direct measurement of kernel thickness. 

 

The interesting work in the classification of rice has been recorded at Cagayan state 

University, Philippines under experiment conducted by (Guzman, et al., 2008). This research 

investigates the use of a machine vision system and multilayer neural networksfor automatic 

identification of the sizes, shapes, and variety of samples of 52 rice grainsbelonging to five 5 

varietal groups of rice produced in the Philippines. Several multilayer neuralnetworks are 

developed for sizes, shapes and varietal type‟s classification using thirteen 13grain features 

extracted from each sample image.  

 

Rice quality analyser (RN310)developed by Kett services private limited; Santiago Boulevard 

incorporates the measurement using numeric and optical techniques. The assessment outcome 

is both quantitative and qualitative.  

 

The research article “Determining vitreousness of durum wheat using transmitted and 

reflected images” by N. Wang et. al. at American Society of Agricultural Engineers has also 

bought significance of light illumination for grain quality analysis in 2005 (Wang, et al., 

2005). In this study, images of durum wheat kernels were captured under three illumination 

conditions (reflected, side−transmitted, and transmitted) and these images were used to 

develop artificial neural network models to classify durum wheat kernels by their 

vitreousness. 

 

The significance of chalkiness of rice has been touched upon in the article “Rice Kernel 

Chalkiness and Milling Quality Relationship of Selected Cultivars” by(Bautista, et al., 2012). 

The study quantifies the level of chalkiness and the correlation to head rice yield (HRY) of 

two medium-grain cultivars, „Bengal‟ and „Jupiter‟, and four long grain cultivars, „Cypress‟, 

„LaGrue‟, „Wells‟, and „XL723‟. These variants were hand-harvested over a range of 

moisture contents (MCs) from five locations in Arkansas in 2007 and 2008.The noticeable 

work to record the chalkiness of rice is published in the research article of (Yoshioka, et al., 

2007). The work evaluates the effectiveness of image information processing with an 

inexpensive personal computer and a digital image scanner to measure and categorize 

chalkiness and assesses the method‟s viability as an alternative to human visual assessment.  
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The research article “An Improved Canny Edge Detection Algorithm Based on DCT” (Zhao, 

et al., 2015) suggested new method that replaces the traditional Gaussian filtering step in the 

canny algorithm. In this method, the DCT coefficients are nonlinearly shrink to achieve the 

de-noising effect. 

 

Some of the remarkable workfor the analysis rice kernel is by (Chiang, et al., 2016). Research 

article (Welna, et al., 2015) compares the strategies for sample preparations prior to 

spectrometric measurements for determination of rice kernel‟s qualities. In the 

research(Lemus, et al., 2014)efforts are made to identify bio active components from the rice 

brand in their research article. Various by-products of the rice industries such as rice brands 

and rice brand oil has been of significance attendance in the recent time by various 

researchers. 

 

The research, (Facco, et al., 2013) summarized various technological advances on 

multivariate image analysis for product quality monitoring and the work is published in the 

journal of process control vol 23. The noticeable work in the field like (Villez, et al., 2013) to 

generalised shape constrained spline fitting, (Mollo, et al., 2016)to analyse individual 

differences of the neuro cognitive architecture of the semantic system, (Awad, et al., 2012)to 

list out the applications of ultra sound in quality control of food and (Jiang, et al., 2011)to 

study the pre-treatment method for grain size analysis of red mudstones. 

Online/Real-time Image Based Grain Analysis 

In online grain analysis, the speed of processing including image acquisition becomes most 

essential as the kernels are in motion. The technique is only adoptable when the supported 

hardware has fast processing speed. 

 

The research experiment “Determining wheat vitreousness using image processing and a 

neural network”(Wang, et al., 2003)brings out the real time wheat analysis technique.  It 

suggests an image–based grain–grading system combined with ANN classifiers to classify 

durum wheat vitreousness. 

 

In the research (Wan, et al., 2002) publication titled “Automatic Grain Quality Inspection 

with Learning Mechanism” focuses on automatic grain quality inspection methods. The 

article suggests the computer based system in association with grain quality inspection 
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software. Sixteen parameters relating to rice appearance characteristics were used to 

categorize rice kernels into 13 inspection categories. In that study, learning mechanism is 

embedded into the system to increase its smartness to boost the parameters‟ preparing and 

sorting using precision tuning. Three classifying methods namely range selection, neural 

network and hybrid algorithms were implemented in the inspection software. 

 

The research (Sun, et al., 2014) concentrated his experiential work for the evaluation and 

analysis of chalkiness of connected rice kernels using image processing technology and 

support vector machine. The study concludes that the classification accuracy for indica rice 

and Japonica rice reached upto 98.5% and 97.6% respectively, by the use of SVM. The study 

also concludes that the measurement results are accurate and reliable for further application 

of computer vision technology for the chalkiness detection.  

 

The related research work is summarized in the work of (Pan, et al., 2016) towards changes 

in kernel morphology and starch properties of brown rice during cooking process,(Yu, et al., 

2016), (Phophalia, et al., 2016)for image de noising using rough set and kernel PCA method, 

chemo metric analysis is done for monitoring the authenticity of organic rice by(Borges, et 

al., 2015). Experiments (Lin, et al., 2014) suggest novel matching algorithm for splitting 

touching rice kernels based on conture curvature analysis. The work (Jinorose, et al., 2014) 

suggests image analysis based approach to evaluate changes in physio chemical properties 

during cooking of rice kernels. The important work in the image processing to analyse rice 

dimensions include (Huang, et al., 2015) (Kuo, et al., 2016) (Liang, et al., 2016) and (YAO, 

et al., 2014). 

4. Definition of the Problem 

Based on extensive literature search, the need for development of automatic rice sorting on its 

dimensional classification is observed and needs to be addressed using image processing or 

other relevant techniques. The disadvantages of offline rice kernel sorting mechanism makes 

the technique less adoptable in industries. Of course the technique can be useful for small 

laboratory set up kind of experimentation but not on a large scale analysis.  

The various methods of image processing have been suggested using different image 

processing algorithms to improve the end result of rice quality analysis. The research is 

addressed at capturing the image from the image tray and analyse the various measurement 
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aspect like length, width, area, chalkiness. The method also addresses the detection of foreign 

particles present in the rice sample. The software algorithm has been developed to obtain the 

end result of interest.  

5. Scope of the work 

Main goal of my research is to develop techniques/technology to improve the accuracy in 

grain analysis by developing intelligent grain analyzerso as to eliminate the limitations of 

offline and online grain image analyzers technology used currently. 

To research has been confined to the availability of various types of rice variants available in 

the geography. Also foreign particles were deliberately added to check the accuracy of the 

algorithm. The software due to non-availability of Chinese rice has not been tested. 

6. Original contribution by the thesis. 

The presented research work addresses the need of farmers as well as consumers to get the 

true economic value of rice based on its dimensional aspect like color, length, broken head, 

chalkiness etc. The thesis proposes the image based rice kernel analysis even in case of online 

sample analysis. The rice distribution on the tray, need not to be in proper arranged structure. 

Even uneven arrangement of rice kernels, the presented approach can easily handle. The 

novel contributionand achievements of this thesis are: 

 A simple yet powerful technique for analysing grain which can be used for analysing 

grain in mass instead of a very small sample used in current approaches 

 Techniques for size measurement and broken grain analysis adopting various 

international standards 

 Novel techniques for color calibration is developed to introduce subjective color 

classification by various groups/agencies/organisations. 

 Techniques for providing individual kernel measurement and average parameters of 

grain sample leading to details statistical analysis if required. 

 Developed a common platform for grain analysis, which can be used for different type 

of grain types and its varieties. 

 Software implementation of research   
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7. Methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons 

 

The development of the standard calibration files to analyse the rice dimensional analysis is 

the first stage of the process. Various calibration standards have been developed for the 

detection of broken head, full length, length, width, area and color based sorting. These were 

tested and have been validated for the known samples and then these were applied to the 

unknown and random samples including red rice, green rice and foreign elements. 

 

 

Figure 1: Rice sample image (a), segmented image (b) 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the segmented images for red and green cololred seeds 

respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2: Rice mixed with Red color seeds (a), 

Red seeds filtered (b) 

 

Figure 3: Rice mixed with Green color seeds (a), 

Red seeds filtered (b) 

 

Below tables shows the difference length measurement analysis for different number of seeds 

and comparison with manual analysis. 
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Dimension 2 mm   Dimension 3 mm  

No. of  

kernels Manual set1 set2 
Accuracy  

(%)  

 No. of  

kernels Manual set1 set2 
Accuracy  

(%)  

10 1 1 1 100  10 6 6 5 91.66 

25 2 2 2 100  25 4 3 3 75 

30 1 1 1 100  30 6 8 6 83.33 

35 2 2 2 100  35 4 3 3 75 

50 4 2 2 50  50 6 7 5 83.33 

       Average 90.00%        Average  85% 

 

Table 1: Analysis for 2mm kernels 

  

Table 2: Analysis for 3mm kernels 

           

Dimension 4 mm   Dimension 5 mm  

No. of  

kernels Manual set1 set2 
Accuracy  

(%)  

 No. of 

kernels Manual set1 set2 
Accuracy  

(%)  

10 2 2 3 75  10 1 1 1 100 

30 2 0 2 50  25 3 3 3 100 

50 4 4 5 100  30 1 2 2 50 

       Average  75.00%  35 4 4 2 75 

      50 5 6 6 80 

            Average  81.00% 

Table 3: Analysis for 4mm kernels   

Table 4: Analysis for 5mm kernels 

           

Dimension 6 mm   Dimension 7 mm  

No. of  

kernels Manual set1 set2 
Accuracy  

(%)  

 No. of  

kernels Manual set1 set2 
Accuracy  

(%)  

20 6 7 6 92.85  20 14 13 13 92.85 

25 5 4 6 80  25 11 12 10 90.9 

30 6 6 6 100  30 14 13 13 92.85 

35 8 8 8 100  35 16 15 17 93.75 

50 12 14 12 91.66  50 19 17 20 92.1 

      Average  92.90%         Average  92.49% 

 

Table 5: Analysis for 6mm kernels 

  

Table 6: Analysis for 7mm kernels 

 

 

With above length measurement analysis we can get overall more than 85% accuracy. 

Experiments are carried out for color classification.  
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We did experiment for identifying foreign elements.To classifies foreign elements, it is 

require mapping its RGB combination with predefined measurement. For that we tried two 

different approaches mentioned below: 

Approach 1: RGB color classification is done based on the actual value of comparison with 

RGB composition array. [Table 2] 

Approach 2: RGB color classification is done based on the range comparison with RGB 

composition array. [ 

Table 3] 

  
Identified 

Overlapped 

Not Identified 
Wrongly Identified Accuracy (%) 

FE LE (5) LE (10) LE (5) LE (10) LE (5) LE (10) LE (5) LE (10) 

5 

2 2 3 3 0 0 40.00 40.00 

2 2 3 3 0 0 40.00 40.00 

3 5 2 0 0 0 60.00 100.00 

10 

4 5 6 5 0 0 40.00 50.00 

3 5 7 5 0 0 30.00 50.00 

5 6 5 4 0 0 50.00 60.00 

15 

3 8 12 7 0 0 20.00 53.33 

5 10 10 5 0 0 33.33 66.67 

5 11 10 4 0 0 33.33 73.33 

20 7 14 13 6 0 0 35.00 70.00 

25 10 17 15 8 0 0 40.00 68.00 

30 14 18 16 12 0 0 46.67 60.00 

40 15 22 25 18 0 0 37.50 55.00 

 

Table 7: Foreign elements identification with 5/10 learning elements approach -1 

* FE – Foreign Element, LE – Learning Element 

 

 

  
Identified 

Overlapped 

Not Identified 
Wrongly Identified Accuracy (%) 

FE LE (5) LE (10) LE (5) LE (10) LE (5) LE (10) LE (5) LE (10) 

5 

4 4 1 1 0 0 80.00 80.00 

3 3 2 2 0 0 60.00 60.00 

5 5 0 0 0 0 100.00 100.00 

10 

7 7 3 3 0 0 70.00 70.00 

8 8 2 2 0 0 80.00 80.00 

8 8 2 2 0 0 80.00 80.00 

15 

15 15 0 0 0 0 100.00 100.00 

12 12 3 3 0 0 80.00 80.00 

14 14 1 1 0 0 93.33 93.33 

20 19 19 1 1 0 0 95.00 95.00 

25 22 22 3 3 0 0 88.00 88.00 

30 28 28 2 3 0 0 93.33 93.33 

40 36 35 4 5 0 0 90.00 87.50 
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Table 8: Foreign elements identification with 5/10 learning elements approach - 2 

* FE – Foreign Element, LE – Learning Element 

8. Achievements with respect to objectives 

The test results obtained have been summarized as an achievement of the proposed algorithm. 

We can analyse grain sample with new technology which doesn‟t depend upon predetermined 

matrix. This analyser can be calibrated for different measured parameters according to 

organisation standards. With this work, we can characterize various attributes of rice like 

physical characteristics as well as color based segregation. It provides the details regarding 

total number of overlapped and broken seeds along with chalkiness of the seed. 

With the discussed approach color calibration and sorting can be done effectively for 

different grains by considering different organisations standards. We can use this analyser 

technique for dealing with different type of rice varieties. Dependency on predetermined 

matrix, while preparing sample is removed. It has removed some deficiencies in 

offline/online image based grain analysers. Dependency on number of kernels is removed, by 

eliminating the fix sized grid. The performance results of our implementation agree with the 

theoretical analysis. It gives more than 90% accuracy in classification, as customisation is 

done by end-users only. The repeatability and reproducibility of the proposed algorithm has 

been very high throughout the wide spectrum of different varieties of kernels.  New 

calibration file can be generated for the new grain type and grain varieties introduced. One 

time effort needs to be put for machine learning, then after same calibration file can give 

consistent result for the measurement of same type grain samples. With this technology we 

can measure individual as well average parameters of grain kernels, and get the graphical 

analysis of the data. The algorithm has been validated with very high repeatability and 

accuracy against the conventional techniques at the research labs. 

9. Conclusion 

The image processing based grain sorting machines available in the market suffer from poor 

online accuracy. The current techniques are also not suitable for analysing gains in large 

amount. Also the literature reviewed reflects that the validation of the accuracy of sorting is 

accomplished using conventional human visual sorting technique. The research articles 

reviewed has fix number of heterogeneous group of kernels upon whichthe accuracy has been 
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derived. The technique suggested here adds the feature with increased accuracy of processing 

the large amount of sample kernels online.  

Also the instruments available in the market do not allow the user to define his own 

calibration standards especially for a color based sorting. Based on geographical distribution, 

this feature is essential to be provided to the end user.  The feature of self-calibration 

provides the user an added functionality and wide scope of acceptance across the globe. 
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